Noncovalent Interactions by Fixed-Node Diffusion Monte Carlo: Convergence of Nodes and Energy Differences vs Gaussian Basis-Set Size.
Convergence of fixed-node (FN) shape and FN diffusion Monte Carlo (FNDMC) interaction energies is studied vs the Gaussian basis set saturation level in HF and CH4 dimers and one-determinant Slater-Jastrow trial wave functions (ΨT). The tested 25 distinct basis sets obtained by stepwise trimming of aug-VDZ and aug-VTZ bases suggest minimum basis set requirements to achieve reasonable results. A single selected trimmed basis set, about 2 times smaller in size than aug-VTZ, is extensively tested on a set of 12 noncovalent complexes including formic acid dimer, benzene-methane, or coronene-H2. The results indicate that equivalent noncovalent FNDMC energy differences are available at costs lower than assumed before. Additional insights from electron density differences and comparison of dimer vs monomer ΨT nodes explain this observation.